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Mt. Washington Auto Road Adds New 3Hour Guided Adventure Tours
Pinkham Notch, NH

The Mt. Washington Auto Road has expanded guided tour options with a
3hour version offering guests additional ways to explore Mount Washington. The Auto Road
will now offer 2 and 3hour versions of their guided tours allowing guests to spend more time
exploring scenic areas along the Road as well the option to spend more time on the summit of
the highest peak in the Northeast.
The newlyadded, 3hour guided tours are meant to provide guests the opportunity to explore
the Auto Road anywhere from the base at Great Glen Trails to the summit of Mount
Washington. Where current 2hour tours are spent mostly on the summit, the 3hour tour
provides opportunities to stop and explore more of the opportunities along the Road itself  or to
spend additional time on the summit.
“There’s so much to see and do along the way to the summit”, explains Dan Houde, Marketing
Director at the Auto Road and Great Glen Trails. “Everyone knows that the summit is exciting no
matter what the weather may be, but there are countless opportunities for adventure along the
way. Guests who choose to drive their own vehicles can spend the entire day exploring the
pulloffs, short hikes, alpine flowers and vistas, but with one of our knowledgeable guides
leading the way, you can learn so much more and discover some of the hidden gems along the
Auto Road.”
The 3hour extended guided tours are available most days (weather permitting) throughout the
regular season at 9 a.m and 1 p.m with at least 24 hours of advance reservation. Two adults or
children are $60 per person, while groups of 3 to 4 persons are $55 per person and 5 or more

are just $50 per person. The best way to book an extended 3hour tour is to call the Auto Road
staff at (603) 4663988.
Regular 2hour tours are available without reservation from 8:30 a.m.  5 p.m. each day
(weather permitting) and run on a firstcome, firstserved basis. Departures are usually within 30
minutes of purchasing your tickets. Pricing is $35 for adults, $30 for seniors (62+) and children
ages 512 are just $15. Children ages 4 and under are free. Regular 2hour tours can also be
reserved online 24 hours in advance for the 9:00 a.m. tour for $5 off per person.
Guided tours of the paddling variety are also available at Great Glen Trails located at the base
of the Mt. Washington Auto Road. Guests can enjoy a guided kayak trip along scenic lakes and
rivers of northern NH away from the crowds with brilliant mountain views and opportunities for
wildlife viewing.
First opened in 1861, the Mt. Washington Auto Road is America’s original and oldest manmade
attraction. At nearly 8 miles long, it stretches to the summit of Mt. Washington at 6,288 feet, the
highest peak in the Northeast.
For the latest updates on Road conditions and the operating schedule, visit
www.MtWashingtonAutoRoad.com or call (603) 4463988.
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